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be the use of hepatitis B antigenic proteins expressed in
bacterial clones after insertion of the genome of hepatitis B
virus into plasmids, and indeed some progress has been
made in this direction. Hepatitis B core antigen synthetised in
Escherichia coli is serologically active when injected with
Freund's adjuvant into rabbits,8 and, though core antibody
does not protect against infection, research has established
the feasibility of vaccine production from viral antigens
produced in bacterial cells.

Perhaps the most interesting prospect is the possibility of
synthetising vaccines.9 The nucleotide sequences of part of the
hepatitis B viral genome corresponding to the surface antigen
have recently been defined,8 and once the amino-acid
sequences responsible for antigenic activity have been
identified by animal immunisation they could be synthetised.
Whether antibodies -to such synthetic immunogens will be
protective and whether the antibodies will persist remains to
be determined. There are, however, many obvious advantages
in attaining the ultimate goal of multivalent synthetic vaccines
to replace current microbial vaccines, which often contain
much irrelevant antigenic material to contaminate the essential
immunogen and provoke side effects.
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Management of severe
hypercalcaemia
Maintenance of a normal serum concentration of calcium
depends on a delicate balance between intestinal absorption,
bone turnover, and renal excretion-which themselves are
regulated by the actions of hormones such as parathyroid
hormone and vitamin D. In simple terms, hypercalcaemia
develops when the influx of calcium from bone or intestine
exceeds the excretory capacity of the kidney. In theory the
kidney can excrete large amounts of calcium, so that hyper-
calcaemia ought to be rare; but in practice renal function
becomes i.mpaired by the deleterious effect exerted by raised
concentrations of serum calcium on function at all parts of the
nephron.' The glomerular filtration rate (GFR) is reduced
owing to renal vasoconstriction, salt loss occurs because of
inhibition of active distal reabsorption, and water loss is
incr-eased from antagonism of the action of antidiuretic hor-
mone on the collecting duct. The resulting volume depletion
increases proximal reabsorption of sodium and, unfortunately,

calcium reabsorption, so perpetuating and accentuating the
existing hypercalcaemia.

Severe hypercalcaemia is a medical emergency and treatment
often has to precede accurate diagnosis. The aim should be to
reduce the serum calcium concentration to a safe (but'not
necessarily normal) value to allow time for starting definitive
treatment. Treatment must therefore be chosen on grounds
of predictability and speed of action. The first step is to correct
volume depletion by infusing saline, thus restoring the GFR
to normal. A high intake of salt should be continued, so
promoting a sodium and calcium diuresis.2 Renal losses of
calcium may be further increased by-adding a loop diuretic
such-as frusemide in doses of up to 125 mg three hourly.3 This
results in considerable losses of water and electrolytes-and
these must be replaced, so that close biochemical supervision is
necessary. If the patient's tolerance of treatment based on
volume expansion and forced diuresis seems likely to be
limited by cardiac or renal failure then two further options are
available: reducing the calcium. load from bone or intestine,
or removing calcium from the extracellular fluid by chelating
agents or dialysis. Intestinal absorption of calcium can be
reduced by corticosteroids and a low-calcium diet, but in
severe hypercalcaemia bone is the usual origin of the calcium,
and several drugs are available which suppress bone resorption.

Corticosteroids are still widely used to lower serum calcium
concentrations despite their unpredictability and the trivial
short-term re'duction they produce. The hypercalcaemia of
sarcoidosis4 and vitamin D intoxication5 is usually steroid
sensitive and that due to hyperparathyroidism steroid resistant,6
but this is not invariable.7 In treating hypercalcaemia com-
plicating malignant disease corticosteroids'have been con-
sidered highly effective by some authors8 and ineffective by
themselves by others.9 10 Furthermore, the calcium-lowering
effect of corticosteroids may take a week to develop,8 and in the
critical first 48 hours of treatment reductions of less than 025
mmol per litre may be all that is achieved.'0 In contrast,
mithramycin has proved highly effective in treating severe
hypercalcaemia of diverse aetiologies."'3 After a single
injection of 25 ,ug per kg body weight the serum calcium
concentration falls progressively, averaging 07 mmol per litre
over 48 hours. This fall may be maintained for several days.'2 13
With continuous treatment there is a risk of marrow suppres-
sion or of renal or liver damage, and, though these risks seem
to be less with the intermittent courses needed to control
hypercalcaemia,'3 this toxicity has limited the widespread use
of the drug.

Calcitonin has obvious attractions: its suppression of bone
turnover produces a rapid fall in the serum calcium concen-
tration without evidence of serious toxicity. Of the three
species available-porcine, human, and salmon-the last is
the most potent weight for weight and has the longest duration
of action. Dosage is largely empirical: 4 MRC units per kg
given intramuscularly every 12 hours has been suggested as the
optimal dose,14 but in an adult of normal weight 100 MRC
units may be just as effective and are likely to be attended by
fewer side effects. An early indication of likely response can be
obtained from the fall in the serum calcium concentration in
the six hours after the first injection. About a fifth of patients
fail to respond1415 and reductions of the serum calcium
concentration of over 0-7 mmol per litre are unusual even with
severe hypercalcaemia,'5'7 so that if there is no response an
alternative treatment should be tried early in the very ill
patient. In isolated cases of malignant disease (presumably
when the hypercalcaemia is due to secretion of prostaglandins)
indomethacin and aspirin have reduced serum calcium
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concentrations, but in general they have been ineffective.'8
Prostaglandin inhibitors also seem of little use in controlling
the hypercalcaemia associated with skeletal metastases'9 and
they have little place in the emergency treatment of hyper-
calcaemia.

If bone resorption cannot be controlled then other measures
must be used to remove calcium from the extracellular fluid.
Treatment with inorganic phosphate may be effective in
reducing the serum calcium concentration and may produce a
rapid clinical improvement. An important component in this
effect seems to be an increase in the movement of calcium
into bone,20 but some extraskeletal deposition of calcium may
also occur and is a clear feature of over-treatment.21 The risks
of treatment with phosphates are less when they are given by
mouth rather thanintravenously,but theremay be little choicein
the desperately ill patient who is vomiting or in coma. In these
circumstances 50 mmol of a neutral solution should be infused
over six to eight hours.22 The serum calcium concentration
may begin to fall within minutes, but the reduction continues
for several hours after the end of the infusion,'0 and only one
dose should be given in any 24 -hours. Apart from metastatic
calcification other side effects include hypocalcaemia, hypo-
tension, and oliguric renal failure, but the risks can be
minimised by avoiding raising the plasma phosphate concen-
tration much above 2 mmol per litre.23 Finally, both peritoneal
dialysis (preferably with calcium-free solutions) or haemo-
dialysis can be used to remove calcium from the extracellular
fluid.24 25 This is essentially a short-term manoeuvre to buy
time when other forms of treatment have been ineffective and
hypercalcaemia has produced acute renal failure and congestive
cardiac failure.
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Eating and ulcers
The relation between peptic ulceration and diet has always
been contentious. The belief that what we put into our
stomachs is likely to affect digestive disorders is under-
standable, if facile, and patients often assert that certain foods
worsen their symptoms. So convinced may they be that one
item of food after another is omitted-while symptoms persist
-until they come to eat a diet so restricted as to be dangerous.
Doctors may contribute to these dietary misconceptions,
sometimes unconsciously; for, where other specific treatment
is lacking, manipulating the patient's diet is the one form of
management always available.
The reason that dietary advice is more often based on

impression and prejudice than on fact is simply that controlled
studies of diet are so difficult to design. One sort of food
cannot easily be disguised to seem like another. There are
formidable obstacles to obtaining a clear idea- of the part
played by diet in the cause of peptic ulcers, simply because
any effect must presumably operate over many years. A
prospective study of American undergraduates' which showed
that consumption of coffee or soft drinks increased the
likelihood of a peptic ulcer later in life, while drinking milk
diminished it, is an example of the type of long-term work
required. The mechanism by which any postulated dietary
factor operates is even harder to determine. A recent report
from India2 showed no difference in -gastric acid secretion or
buffering between patients who ate rice and those who ate
flour, despite the recognised higher incidence of duodenal
ulcer in the rice-eating area. The difficulty in isolating causative
mechanisms in the diet will not surprise anyone familia'r-with
the failure to show any consistent effect of an isolated habit
such as cigarette-smoking, which also seems causally related
to peptic ulceration.3

Diets have a long and respectable history in treating peptic
ulceration. Twenty years ago few doctors would have failed to
give dietary advice to any patient with an ulcer. Antacids and
anticholinergics were the only other medical treatments
available, and the results they gave were disappointing. Dietary
treatment was based on the belief that small, bland meals
would reduce the stimulus to the secretion of acid and would
buffer what acid there was. Motor activity would be reduced,
and the avoidance of "irritants" would help to maintain the
resistance of the mucosa.4 Yet food often has dual and contrary
effects; for example, protein buffers acid in the gastric lumen
but stimulates further secretion of acid. The evidence that
food has any effect on mucosal resistance is based on studies in
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